FIGURE 6-6. COMMANDER'S CIRCUIT BREAKER (PL XI)
FLIGHT DIRECTOR ATTITUDE INDICATOR
9MI & 9M6
PGNS DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS
CES - AGS DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS
NOTES:
1. USAGE: GAEC-7 HSCI-2
   -1 LTA-8, LEM I-II
2. MATED CONFIGURATION
3. * CABLE SET 410-11190-1
4. ** CABLE SET 410-11170-1 FOR HSCI-2
   410-11170-3 FOR LTA-8
   410-11170-5 FOR LEM-1

RADAR-GSE CHECKOUT - GAEC CONFIGURATION
FIGURE 6-3. SYSTEM ENGINEER'S CENTER PANEL (PL II)
FIGURE 6-4. RADAR AND STABILIZATION/CONTROL PANEL (PL III)